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Q: It seems like the past year was filled

experienced by smaller companies often

with cyber breaches. Just how big of a risk

fly below the radar. When you compare

is cybersecurity for small businesses, and

the number of attacks on large companies

connected to the internet are at risk

is the risk increasing?

versus smaller companies, the numbers

of compromise, and I would say that in

impact will be a reduction in your revenue.

Jennifer Skjellum: Every business,

INSIGHTS INTO:

CYBERSECURITY
Sponsored by:

Will Enochs: All companies/computers

different ways it could impact my
company?
Roman: Certainly the most negative

may surprise you. About half of all cyber

a general sense that risk is increasing.

You will lose money. When you suffer

regardless of size or sector, needs to

attacks target small to mid-size businesses.

Cybersecurity, or lack thereof, is a

a breach of protected information, you

be vigilant about preparing themselves

Unfortunately, smaller companies will

formidable risk for every business that

will likely have to comply with state and/

for cyber intrusions. Cyber risks are

likely experience a much greater impact

has computers connected to the internet.

or federal laws, and you will need to hire

ranked as the most underestimated

since they have fewer resources and less

It is important to understand that the

vendors to handle different aspects of the

threats to businesses, but come with the

financial ability to handle an attack. This

risk landscape is always changing in

breach. The types of vendors you will need

most long-term negative impact. Cyber

risk is increasing at an alarming rate. Some

response to technology, and cyber-

by your side include forensics, legal, credit

incidents continue to clearly show an

reports indicate that the volume of cyber

criminals are always working to leverage

monitoring, and crisis management. Many

upward trend. For example, five years

attacks nearly doubled in the first half of

this technology to make money. If you

companies overlook the fact that they

ago, cyber incidents ranked number 15 in

2017.

take blockchain and cryptocurrency as a

will expend significant internal resources

new technology, then you can see ICOs

while handling a breach. The cost of these

an EY study. In the 2018 list it increased

Jeff Bohman: The Center for Internet

to number two. Recent events such as

Security Multi-State Internet Sharing

(Initial Coin Offerings) as a way to exploit

internal resources is difficult to quantify

the WannaCry and Petya ransomware

and Analysis Center identified a record-

these things. Unless you are talking about

and will not be covered by insurance.

attacks brought significant financial losses

setting number of data breaches in

nation-state level actors, it doesn’t really

Potentially, one of the most devastating

to many businesses. On an individual

2017, surpassing the previous record

get much more complicated than that.

impacts will be damage to your reputation

level, recently identified security flaws in

year of 2012 by 18 percent. In the fourth

Now that we have established that as a

with your clients and customers. A

computer chips in nearly every modern

quarter, there was an 80 percent increase

baseline, I think the amount of risk that a

poorly handled breach could result in lost

device reveal the cyber vulnerability of

in the quantity of reported breaches

business faces can be directly correlated

revenue for years going forward.

modern societies. And the potential for

when compared to the third quarter.

to their action or inaction as it pertains to

so-called cyber hurricane events to occur

While small businesses may not seem

identifying and responding to the threats

indirect costs incurred by victims of cyber

– where hackers disrupt larger numbers

as attractive as large corporations, they

facing their business. Companies that

attacks. Businesses affected by a cyber

of companies by targeting common

are usually easier to compromise and

choose to do nothing while the threat

breach will face indirect investigation

infrastructure dependencies – will

are increasingly targeted. According to

landscape is changing will find themselves

and recovery costs, and direct costs can

continue to grow in 2018.

Symantec’s 2016 Internet Security Threat

with substantially more risk as a result.

include theft of financial information,

Mike Roman: Big-name breaches such
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percent.

Report, 43 percent of cyber attacks target

Bohman: There are both direct and

such as bank or payment card data.

as Home Depot or Target are exciting

small businesses. This is a dramatic jump

Q: If my company is the victim of

Reputational damage resulting from a

and attract media. In contrast, breaches

since 2011, when this figure was only 18

a cyber attack, what are some of the

cyber breach can lead to loss of sales,

ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT
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loss of existing customers and reduced

phone, could impact normal business

profitability. Regulatory consequences

operations for hours and even days.

of a cyber breach can also include fines

Almost 50 percent of small businesses

and sanctions, notification expenses,

strong passwords and access procedures.
Enochs: This is such a personalized

use.
Roman: Talk to people who are familiar

question based on how the company

with cyber exposure. Speak with your

have experienced a

operates, but some

internal or outside legal counsel, your

restitution costs, contractual/vendor

cyber attack, and as

general words of wisdom

CPA firm, other companies and your

agreement obligations and legal expenses.

much as 60 percent

aside from doing the

insurance advisor. Stay ahead by gathering

basic IT functions

information. Business periodicals report

well – patching,

often on cyber exposure and ways to

vulnerability scanning,

mitigate and reduce your chances of

baseline operating

an event. Develop a game plan. Meet

system hardening, etc.

internally within your organization to

– would be to choose

implement proactive changes to address

a risk management

cyber risks before a breach. Also, this is

framework such as the

not a one-and-done event. Your internal

Internet Security Top

committee should meet quarterly

20 Controls. Or, if you

to address new cyber threats and

are more mature in your

complimentary changes to your program.

Enochs: Companies that suffer from

of small and medium-

a substantial cybersecurity incident

sized businesses who

usually start with a stream of negative

are hacked go out

impacts that can be put into three broad

of business after six

categories: operational, financial, and

months.

reputational. While sometimes hard to
quantify, all these categories usually have

Q: How can my

their own correlating financial impact

company reduce the

that range from the loss of data and

likelihood of a breach?

productivity to the loss of customers and

“Many companies
overlook the fact
that they will
expend significant
internal resources
while handling a
breach.”

Bohman: Proactive

-Mike Roman

regulatory fines. Fortunately, after the

and preventive measures

negative impacts have passed, the best

are more important than

and most lasting impact is hopefully an

ever to maintain the health and security

NIST Cybersecurity Framework. Once

investment into increased data security

of your information technology. Before

you begin to view cybersecurity through

to help protect my business from cyber

and network visibility for the benefit of

shelling out for the latest techy/niche

the lens of quantifying risk and making

threats?

both the company and its customers. The

solution, address prevention. Prevention

decisions from there you will be much

latter are the outcomes that I get the most

is 99 percent of the solution. Massive

better off.

excited about, and should your company

breaches are all preventable, and adhering

experience a show-stopping cybersecurity

to the following tips will eliminate most

companies need to do is provide security

experts with complimentary but usually

incident I hope you don’t miss out on the

threats. Replace and patch obsolete

awareness training for employees. In

different skillsets. Simply put, people

positive outcomes on the other side of the

hardware and operating systems; upgrade

addition to making sure all employees are

who are good at defense and people

tunnel.

and patch your applications; verify

aware of the common techniques used

who are good at offense. This could be

patch and configuration vulnerabilities

by cyber criminals, companies need to

the same firm, but it will undoubtedly

data, intellectual property and revenue are

through routine scanning; secure physical

provide and enforce guidelines, policies

be different people or groups within

all potential side effects of a cyber attack.

and logical points of entry; implement

and procedures for digital communication,

the firm. Because misconfigured and

Disruption of services, such as email and

hardened security baselines; and enforce

data transmissions and general internet

mismanaged systems account for a very

Skjellum: Loss of reputation, customers,

security program, the

Skjellum: The number one thing all

Q: How can I choose a professional firm

Enochs: The first thing you have to
understand is the answer to this question
requires at least two different groups of
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large portion of vulnerabilities I see on a

Q: What can my business do to help

box mentality is never going to elicit

have become more sophisticated, but

day-to-day basis, you will be best served

educate my employees in an effort to

employee buy-in to the idea that they play

they are still largely successful due to

to hire someone who is an expert at

boost our overall cybersecurity?

a valuable part in the overall security. Their

human error. Attackers will use a variety

understanding of this will also help temper

of methods to get malware into your

the hardware/software you use or let

Roman: First, do not wait. Spend the

the person you hire choose their own

time now to develop a short briefing

some of the inevitable changes that will

computer, but at some stage it often

tools. There are always exceptions, but

regarding phishing attempts and other

need to happen but inevitably make

requires the user taking an action to

remember the main goal is to have well

social-engineering fraud attempts.

certain tasks take longer. Everyone would

install the malware. This can include

managed, correctly configured, up-to-date

Organize a time to meet with employees

agree that it takes longer to lock your

clicking a link to download a file or

hardware/software. Secondly, you want

and increase their cyber-threat awareness.

doors than it does to leave them unlocked.

opening an attachment that may look

to find offensive practitioners who can

Advise them not to click on any links

Most people consider the trade-off worth

harmless – like a Word document or PDF

put your assets and their configurations to

in emails, unless they are positive that

it. One example of a business function

attachment – but actually has a malware

the test and subsequently provide you a

the email has come from a confirmed

that takes about as long is approving a

installer hidden within. In a phishing

detailed, well written, easy to understand

business partner. If you have an internal

2FA push notification. It’s not much time,

attack, an attacker may send you an email

report. You must not overlook the value of

committee to address cyber exposures,

but if you value security it is worth it in the

that appears to be from someone you

a good report as it is the only thing you will

then create a subcommittee devoted to

end.

trust, like your boss or a company you

be left with after the engagement is over.

increasing employee awareness, training

You will also want to choose a partner

and education. Consider partnering with

that can understand your business and

professional firms who can help educate

cyber attacks happen (i.e., points of

to it, such as fraudulent activity has been

draw a straight line between discovered

your workforce and implement tools

vulnerability)?

detected on your account. In the email,

vulnerabilities and the impact it could have

to test your employees’ level of cyber

on your business.

do business with. The email will seem
Q: What are some of the key ways

legitimate, and it will have some urgency

Bohman: Some recent and highly

there will be an attachment to open or a

awareness. For example, many IT security

publicized breaches provide examples

link to click. Upon opening the malicious

firms are able to send artificial phishing

of common vulnerabilities that left

attachment, malware will be installed on

partners that go beyond just advising/

attempt emails to employees to see if they

companies susceptible to cyber attacks.

your computer. If you click the link, it may

consulting, and for those who provide

respond. If they do respond, the employee

These misfortunes of other businesses are

send you to a legitimate-looking website

services to both protect your organization

can be given further training to elevate

warnings your business can heed:

that asks for you to log in to access an

against cyber threats and help ensure

their knowledge.

Skjellum: Look for cybersecurity

that your company’s protection is well-

Bohman: Implement a formal IT

• For Equifax, an unpatched open

important file, but the website is actually

source web application development

a trap used to capture log-in credentials.

rounded. Most companies will engage

security awareness training. Feature an

software compromised the personal

In order to combat phishing attempts,

with several providers in order to

initial introductory session at each new

identity information of 143 million

understanding the importance of verifying

ensure they have full coverage through

hire orientation for incoming employees,

consumers. Vulnerability scanning,

email senders and attachments/links is

cyber education, a sound and secure IT

and host a refresher training for all

remediation, and patch management

essential.

infrastructure and cyber insurance.

employees annually, at minimum. Also,

failure.

Roman: Selecting a professional firm to

consider implementing email security

• In separate incidents, Uber exposed

Enochs: There are two big buckets here
that are equally as dangerous. The first

handle the various aspects of protection

training to test and educate users on

sensitive development information on

bucket is technical, which would include

from cyber events can be challenging,

how to recognize malicious emails and

an external collaboration site, GitHub, in

all your technology assets, whether on

especially for small to mid-size businesses.

social engineering/phishing attacks.

successive years. This affected 57 million

premise or cloud. The most common

Start by speaking with members of your

For supplementary cyber education,

individuals, and management colluded at

vulnerabilities in this area are devices that

industry and community to find out how

subscribe to security reporting services

the highest levels to cover up this blunder.

are affected by a publicly known exploit,

they have addressed this challenge, and

to keep informed of current events, new

Data identification and management

have been misconfigured, or are utilizing

how they went about selecting partners.

regulations and technical advances so you

practices failure.

weak configurations. Some examples of

Referrals from other companies whom

and your team can stay knowledgeable

• Dun & Bradstreet sold a database to

this are old unpatched perimeter devices

you trust are vital. Or connect within

between training sessions and updates

thousands of companies and subsequently

like firewalls and even more common are

found its marketing database, containing

vulnerable – and sometimes forgotten

your industry association for law firms,

Skjellum: Train your employees to

accountants, insurance brokers and IT

recognize common cybercrime and

over 33 million corporate and government

– webservers that are exposed to the

firms.

information security risks, including social

contacts, shared across the web.

internet. The second bucket is social

engineering, online fraud, phishing and

Accidental exposure, poor third-party

vulnerabilities such as employees choosing

it’s important to do your research. Ask

web-browsing risks. Provide guidelines for

controls.

very weak or common passwords that

the firms you are considering to provide

creating strong passwords that cannot be

examples of their proven experience. Have

easily guessed, but can be remembered.

factor authentication, which would

susceptibility of employees to phishing

they been in the trenches and successfully

Make sure your employees are aware

have prevented an administrative email

emails is the most common and usually

remediated breaches? Do they have

of the dangers of clicking on emailed or

account from being hacked. The result

the most effective technique at gaining

hands-on experience with current leading

online links that are suspicious or from

was compromised email data and address

access to company systems or data.

technologies? Do they have recognized

unknown sources by reinforcing that even

lists, including Deloitte’s biggest clients of

technical, professional and security

the simple act of clicking on a suspicious

primary interest. Access management and

credentials? Do they understand your

link or attachment can release malicious

audit procedure failure.

business? What security solutions do

software, or worse, infect computers and

they use and service? What vendors

steal company data.

Bohman: When searching for a firm,

• Deloitte failed to employ two-

• A breach originated in 2014 at Yahoo

are easily guessed. And finally, the

Roman: Currently, the top two cyber
attacks are ransomware and socialengineering fraud. With ransomware,

from a spear-fishing email and weak

your information – or your customers’

Enochs: Not only should employees

passwords. Four people were indicted by

information – is quarantined by a hacker

What audits are performed on their own

have the right amount of knowledge, but

the FBI in March of 2017. Two of the four

until you pay the hacker to release your

company? Do they do self-assessments

actually implement the knowledge as

were Russian spies who were charged

information. Ransomware is very often

or bring in a third-party? What are their

well. To enact change in any organization,

with the hack, which compromised more

presented in the form of a demand for

standards? Asking these questions will

you must have buy-in from the top of the

than 3 billion accounts. Training weakness.

Bitcoins, an electronic currency recognized

provide insight into which firm is the best

org chart. That means compliance with

Applications not whitelisted.

worldwide. These ransomware attacks

fit for your needs, and allow you to make

the company’s policy and commitment

an informed decision for your business.

to devote resources to the initiatives.

attacks are malware and phishing.

do occur, companies often go into panic

Having a necessary-evil or check-the-

Criminals have evolved and the attacks

mode. If you have insurance for cyber

do they have direct relationships with?
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events, I recommend that you contact

password policies for your employees and

programs and software, then at least

personnel, systems, processes and

follow any order of operations that is listed

include coordinating with your outsourced

or the Internet Crime Complaint Center

insurance brokers experienced in cyber

your broker immediately so they can

all business accounts. And evaluate cyber

have the firm provide guidance, which

procedures. Once you have established

on your cyber-liability policy if you think

IT services and documenting the breach

to file a complaint online. In the event

events will already have relationships

connect you with your breach coach to

insurance policies

won’t tax your cash flow quite as much.

where your current position is regarding

you might have to submit a claim.

by logging actions into a ticketing system.

of exposure of customer information,

with law firms and IT security teams, and

Complete and retain your incident

you should notify the customers of the

they can guide you or connect you to

help guide you through your event. Social-

Enochs: First, you have

engineering fraud is where an employee

to make it a priority and

is tricked into divulging bank account

link information security

or computer system information. This

to business objectives.

is a significant threat from a frequency

It might seem unrelated,

standpoint. It is critical to note that

but without this first

social-engineering fraud is usually not

step, the resources of

covered by your more common insurance

time and money will

policies. The good news is that insurers

never be allocated. There

are beginning to provide some insurance

is a very robust open-

coverage for social-engineering fraud

source community in the

events within stand-alone cyber and

information security space,

crime policies. Make sure you and your

but you will have to make

insurance consultant know your policy

the time investment. The

coverages.

days are coming where
companies will not be able

Q: We are a small company with limited

to exist without the IT

“Loss of
reputation,
customers, data,
intellectual
property and
revenue are all
potential side
effects of a
cyber attack.”
-Jennifer H. Skjellum

Roman: Before you call your attorney,

Spend time educating your

cybersecurity, engage outsourced

workforce and reviewing

expertise to help you perform a gap

call your insurance broker. This can’t be

response form and checklist for your

incident, record the data that was lost or

them. An experienced broker can also

or implementing controls

analysis and employ strategic planning.

stressed enough. You need to comply

records. Then, initiate containment

exposed and record the measures taken

help you understand the benefits of cyber

and procedures to limit

Overall, for basic security measures,

with the terms and conditions of your

and a preliminary assessment of the

to ensure against future exposure. Lastly,

insurance policies.

your cyber exposure. These

common steps are to implement hosted

cyber policy, or else you may jeopardize

breach and its impact on your company.

your company should always perform

activities will be less costly

solutions – such as Office 365 – for email,

your insurance coverage. There’s a good

Evaluate the risks associated with the

a lessons-learned meeting after the

and align security initiatives with business

but can help you avoid

and outsourced services such as SIEM log

chance your cyber insurer has already

breach to determine what other steps are

recovery phase has been successfully

objectives. Perform some baseline gap

cyber breaches. Purchase

correlation. You may discover that it would

vetted vendors that they will organize at

immediately necessary.

completed to discover, document and

assessment to identify where you are

insurance coverage for

be helpful to engage outsourced expertise

a moment’s notice to walk you through

refine the knowledge gained during the

and where you want to be. Find a good

cyber events. More and

to assist with implementations, like CIS

your breach. Also, you will likely have one

aware that a breach has occurred,

incident handling process.

consulting partner or make some strategic

more insurers are providing

hardened security baselines or encryption.

point of contact – a breach coach – to

technical personnel and business decision-

help you through the process. Your breach

makers should work together to decide

coach will be invaluable. In fact, access

on the most practical and effective

cybersecurity needs. What steps should

on some quick wins to show forward

what are some key steps to respond?

to a breach coach is arguably the most

containment plan. After a containment

we take?

progress. Take one step at a time based on

Enochs: The first step is always to

important reason a small to mid-sized

plan has been established and execution

cyber coverage, which
means cyber insurance
costs are competitive. It’s a
buyer’s market. However,

Q: If my company has been breached,

Skjellum: Once your company becomes

hires to get on the right track. Don’t set
Q: My company has neglected its

not all cyber policies are

follow the steps outlined in your incident

company should purchase a cyber policy.

has begun, get started on eradication

medium-size businesses

necessarily appropriate

response plan. Failure to prepare and

If you experience a breach and do not

and recovery efforts. Depending on the

focused on a core mission

for your risk. Look for an

being forced to respond in a reactive

have cyber insurance coverage, reach out

type of breach and type of business, your

and profitability, establishing

expertise. Just as is the case

protect ourselves?

will all vital aspects of the business you

insurance partner with an experienced

manner is never a good place to find

to your legal team to begin the process.

company may be required to notify local

a formal cybersecurity

can grow the expertise internally, hire the

cyber insurance professional on their team

yourself. The TekLinks Cybersecurity

The two most urgent issues you will need

law enforcement or other government

program can be daunting,

that every company, regardless of size,

expertise or outsource the expertise, but

to ensure you are appropriately covered.

Consulting Group uses the non-original

to address are the extent of the breach

authorities upon discovery of a data

so many companies elect

needs to be vigilant about. First, educate

you cannot exist without it.

Predict, Prevent, Detect, Respond,

and the laws with which you will need

breach. Many companies hesitate to

to outsource their technical

breach can be intimidating for a small

Recover, Improve workflow. If you find

to comply in order to notify potentially

contact the FBI or report the breach to

services. Many providers are

Bohman: The threat of a cybersecurity

your employees. They are your first line

Roman: The smaller the company,

of defense, and education can go a long

the less financial resources you have to

company, so it’s important to begin with

yourself with your hair on fire trying

affected individuals. Most larger law

authorities out of embarrassment, but

expanding their services to

way in helping them help you protect your

handle cyber risks. Consider contracting

the basics and discover what is most

to respond and recover, you should

firms have attorneys experienced in

the more data they have about cyber

include IT security services.

company. Develop a security policy. Keep

with an outsourced IT firm, at least for

needed by your individual organization.

probably enlist the help of a trusted

cybersecurity events.

attacks,the more equipped they are to

Priorities for a cybersecurity

your hardware, software, and security

some consulting. If you can’t afford to

Start by self-assessing and reviewing

partner. Furthermore, don’t forget about

Bohman: Follow the steps outlined in

help. In the case of a ransomware attack,

program include: taking

safeguards up-to-date. Strictly enforce

hire an outside firm to manage your

documentation in place for your current

consulting your lawyer and ensuring you

your incident response plan. This should

you should contact your local FBI office

inventory of your
company’s assets (contracts,

the prioritized results of your

“One attack
trend that
appears to be
steadily on the
rise is what
most people
refer to as
supply-chain
attacks.”

communications services,

DON’T BE ANOTHER STATISTIC
START YOUR CYBER EDUCATION TODAY

PROTECT YOUR
DATA EVERYWHERE

ThreatAdvice is a cybersecurity awareness
training platform that analyzes your business’ risk
environment, educates your employees, and performs
awareness exercises and simulations so that you
AND YOUR TEAM will always be cyber prepared.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
- Cyber News / Alerts / Updates
- Self Assessment Tools
- Policies & Procedures
- Awareness Campaigns
- Cybersecurity Best Practices
- Cyber Insurance Review

- Library of Course Overviews
- Learning Management System
- CyberStar / Hotline
- Phishing Simulation
- Risk Analysis

CALL 800.915.3381 TO GET STARTED TODAY
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threatadvice.com | info@threatadvice.com

-Will Enochs

people, trade vendors, etc.);

TekLinks can help you protect your workloads everywhere you
have data with software-defined and cloud-enabled Dell EMC Data
Protection, including advanced automation and deep VMware
integration.
Contact us today to learn how we can help you modernize your
environment, automate tasks to simplify management and reduce
costs, and transform to a software-defined and cloud centric data
center.

205.314.6600

teklinks.com

initial gap assessment and
continue to reevaluate.
Q: What are some critical,
but often overlooked
aspects of cybersecurity?
Skjellum: Not offering
cybersecurity training. How
can you expect employees
to prevent threats if you are
not teaching them how?
According to leading industry
and government reports, 90
percent of all cyber breaches
occur because an employee
was not educated on the

assessing your general

basic steps of cybersecurity.

IT risks and vulnerabilities; prioritizing

Outdated software is also a problem.

strategic planning; formulating or

From apps to operating systems, software

documenting a system security plan and

companies release updates that help

a plan of action and milestones specific

prevent against the most recent data

to your organization; and implementing

threats, but many companies don’t have

controls and training your employees to

the IT staff to monitor and update their

be aware of cyber threats and how to

systems. Lack of awareness of current

appropriately respond to them. Once

threats is an issue. For example, if you

these preliminary steps have been taken,

haven’t heard of ransomware, then you

it’s important to continually review, revise

might not be in the know regarding other

and reassess your cybersecurity needs.

new and noteworthy cyber threats. And

Your company is always changing and so

finally, working over public wifi. We all

is cybersecurity, so keeping abreast of

love free wifi at places like coffee shops,

updates in both areas will be beneficial for

malls and hotels, but are you aware of the

your business.

security risks that you may be subjecting

Skjellum: The first step is to complete a
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Visit our website at threatadvice.com for a detailed list of services included.

goals that are too lofty but rather focus

Bohman: For small and

IT expertise and resources. How do we
Skjellum: There are the five key areas

Enochs: Make it a priority at the C-Level

thorough cybersecurity threat assessment

yourself to?
Roman: Unfortunately, the most

using credible professionals, who will

prevalent overlooked aspect of

provide an assessment for free. Once

cybersecurity is the lack of a cyber

you have an understanding of what your

insurance policy. Too often companies

company is lacking, then you can start

believe that a top-notch IT program

with the basics.

makes them impenetrable, and therefore

Roman: First, form an internal

they don’t need to spend money on

committee to address the issue and

cyber insurance. Yet even if your security

arrange training for your employees.

program is great, employees make

Develop a specific plan with your internal

mistakes or worse, act illegally and cause

IT or external IT provider. Consult with

a breach. And you can still experience

similar companies or those people within

the old-fashioned breach in the form of

your network who have experience in

hard-copy paper. Your first line of defense

developing cybersecurity programs.

for cybersecurity is your IT protocol and

Contact your insurance broker. Often,

procedures for preventing an event. But
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